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“…our team went to
Baltimore to discover
what God is doing in
the city.”
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Throughout the Gospels, we see
Jesus crossing borders, boundaries,
and barriers to demonstrate the love
and acceptance of God to all
people. The Samaritan woman at the
well. The hemorrhaging woman and
the blind beggar. Fishermen, tax
collectors, and “sinners.” Lepers and
demoniacs. A synagogue ruler and a
Roman Centurion. It seems that
wherever there is physical, religious,
cultural or any other division, there is
Jesus, treating borders as places of
encounter. To his first disciples and
to us today, Jesus introduces the
spiritual discipline of road crossing
and shows us that a God-following
life is a life of inclusion and expansion
(Bruce Main, Why Jesus Crossed the
Road).
And yet, here we are today,
continuing to build walls, stigmatize
and traumatize whole groups of
people, and segregate our schools,

neighborhoods, and churches. Oh,
Lord, how long? May thy Kingdom
come on earth as it is in heaven!
From June 29 - July 5, a team of
25 Watts Street youth and adults
spent a week with The Center in
Baltimore. Baltimore has a long
history with crime, drugs, corruption,
generational poverty, racism,
redlining, housing policies, gated
communities, and other boundaries
and divisions. But instead of
reinforcing these challenges with
insults or avoidance (“no one would
ever want to live there”), our team
went to Baltimore to discover what
God is doing in the city. We went to
see what the amazing and resilient
people of Baltimore are doing to
address these concerns head on and to
learn how we can “cross the road” to
work for reconciliation in our own
community.
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Crossing Boundaries in Baltimore… (continued from p. 1)
The Center, a ministry of the Presbytery of Baltimore, coordinated a number of meaningful
service/learning experiences and programming for us. Our particular focus for the week was
“environmental justice and food.” This focus led us to:
 Worship with Maryland Presbyterian Church and learn about their Environmental Mission
Group and their work to become a “Green Congregation;”
 Deliver 2,000 bags and fliers asking for donations for a food drive through Babcock
Presbyterian and later collecting and distributing tons of donations for neighbors who are food
insecure;
 Work on the farm of Comunidad Presbiteriana La Trinidad, a mission of Hispanic residents of
Anne Arundel County;
 Assist Harundale Presbyterian Church with their Food Pantry, a ministry that has been active
for over 30 years;
 Spend two days at Glenwood Life Counseling Center, working with their community garden
which provides food, beauty, and hope for people dealing with opioid addictions;
 Participate in the SNAP challenge where we were each given $1.40 and had to figure out
where to find food and how to provide a meal for a family of 4;
 Practice boundary crossing conversations through one-on-one meetings;
 Draw out a new vision for our community based on Isaiah 58;
 Learn about missions not as about “helping people” but about building relationships and
learning from one another as we seek to be a part of God’s mission.
At the end of the week, we travelled to DC to visit the National Museum of African-American
History and Culture. The floors of the museum vividly illustrate the deep roots of slavery,
racism, segregation, and cruelty in our nation’s history and how these sins continue to create
barriers and divisions in our society today.
Nicholas Wolterstorff
writes, “It was hearing the
voices and seeing the faces of
the wronged that evoked in
me a passion for justice.” In
Baltimore, we learned that
Jesus calls us to a spiritual
discipline of crossing the
road and that “missions” is
less about “helping people”
than making connections and
learning from one another as
we seek to be a part of God’s
great mission.
Kelly Sassar
Minister with Youth
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Experiencing El Salvador with Emmanuel

“…strengthening
our partnership in
peacemaking and
God’s reconciling
work in the
world.”

The week of July 30-August 5, a
team of 18 high school students and
adults spent a week with Iglesia
Bautista Emmanuel (IBE), our sister
church in San Salvador, El Salvador.
The purpose of the trip was
making connections, developing
relationships, learning from each
other, and strengthening our
partnership in peacemaking and God’s
reconciling work in the world.
We arrived late on Tuesday night
and settled in to our quarters. Centro
Gabriel, Emmanuel’s Retreat Center,
was originally built to provide care for
orphans from El Salvador’s civil war
in the 1980’s and 1990’s. One of
those orphans was Claudia, who
works as an administrator at IBE and
was our trip coordinator.
On Wednesday, we visited
Colegio Bautista Emmanuel, a school
founded by IBE. A key component of
the curriculum at the school is on
peacemaking. There are 27 students
on the Peacemakers Team who offer

leadership, mediate conflict, and help
grow “the culture of peace” at school
and beyond. Our youth instantly
connected with the Peacemakers
Team and other students as we
played team games together. That
afternoon, we spent time at Cal Pipil,
one of several youth centers that IBE
has established to create safe spaces
for young people as an alternative to
gangs. Cal Pipil offers all kinds of
classes and activities, and we were
treated to an art show and a concert
by guitarists, violinists, pianists,
singers, and a drummer.
On Thursday, we travelled to the
small community of Alegria
Montipeque, near Suchitoto. This is
the home of the students Watts Street
sponsors each year. It was such a
happy reunion filled with warm
greetings, songs, dances, snacks, and
tour of the village. The highlight
was when the matriarchs told us
about the history of their community
and how they share everything
together. Myra, a student Watts
Street sponsored many years back
and who went on to attend university
in the United States, said of Alegria,
“I don’t worry because my neighbor
can help me.” We have so much to
learn from this humble and beautiful
community!
On Friday, we visited several
sites related to Saint Oscar Romero
and the history of El Salvador. Our
friends, Pastor Miguel, Carlos, and
Irvinn each shared from their hearts
their deep connections to Romero
and their personal pain from the civil
war. We toured the chapel where
(continued on p. 4)
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Experiencing El Salvador with Emmanuel (continued from p. 3)
Romero was assassinated, his modest home (now
a museum), the Cathedral where his funeral was
held (during which there was a bombing and
sniper attack), and the wall which lists the names
of 75,000 people who died during the civil war
and at least 8,000 more who are missing. Later
that day, we stopped by a ceramics studio where
people with special needs learn pottery, socialize,
and sell their art.
On Saturday, we joined members of IBE and
some of the Peacemakers from the school to work
on projects around the church. For many of us,
this was our favorite day! Together we scrapped,
cleaned, and painted the baptistery, painted the
bathrooms, cooked a huge feast, and painted a
beautiful mural on the outside wall of the
church. There was a true spirit of unity as we
worked together.
On Sunday, we worshiped with our sisters and
brothers in Christ at IBE. Our team presented the
Peace/Paz banner created by Diana Jackson and

shared songs and greetings from WSBC. We
assisted in serving communion (six of us and six
deacons from IBE). Pastor Miguel’s sermon
focused on how our partnership (“kinship”)
helps demolish the walls that are put up between
us by the powers of the world. After lunch and
some shopping, we reconvened with Pastor
Miguel and some of the deacons of the church to
talk about immigration and how our sisterchurch relationship can work together on this
issue.
This brief summary doesn’t do justice to our
experiences. Be sure to ask trip participants
about the incredible food we enjoyed, the eerie
sensation of feeling an earthquake, the
friendships formed, the moving personal stories
we heard, the information we learned about life
in Central America, and the new understandings
we brought back home about God and God’s
people.
Kelly Sassar
Minister with Youth
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ABCUSA: Summit by the Sea

“Hopefully more
Watts Streeters
will attend the next
ABC Biennial!”

I elected myself to be WSBC’s
delegate to the ABCUSA Biennial
Mission Summit, held in Virginia
Beach, June 21-23, 2019. Through
the years, I have attended several
ABC Biennials and this one seemed
smaller and quieter. I believe there
were only 1200-1500 people there.
Despite the smaller crowd, there
were still very good meetings and
interest in various missions throughout
our country and the world. Because of
our recent Sunday School special
programs and what is happening in
North Carolina, I was particularly
drawn to a session on Jesus Was an
Inmate: A Movement to End Mass
Incarceration. This was a three-hour
program with lots of interaction. It
was led by Rev. Dr. Raphael G.
Warnock, Sr., pastor of the historic
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Atlanta.
He is a dynamic speaker and leader
who really challenges and inspires his
audience.
Those of us wearing our rainbow
stoles automatically gravitated to each
other. AWAB (Association of
Welcoming and Affirming Baptists)
had a table and exhibits in the
Exhibition Hall. From conversations I
heard, I am hopeful that ABC’s issues
with gay rights will be a thing of the
past by the next Biennial.

I attended the Baptist World
Alliance Breakfast and the Baptist
Peace Fellowship Breakfast. The
programs were very good as was the
International Ministries Luncheon.
The thing I personally most
enjoyed was seeing LeDayne
McLeese Polaski receive the Edwin
T. Dahlberg Peace Award at the
service on Friday night, and then
witnessing my former New York
pastor and his wife, Charles and
Marie Mercer, receiving the
Sparrowk Award for a lifetime of
work with the church and missions. I
have known LeDayne since her Duke
Divinity Days and her ordination at
Watts Street, and I have supported
LeDayne’s exceptional work and
leadership with the Baptist Peace
Fellowship NA for the past 20 years.
Because I believe in working
with and through denominations, I
would encourage more Watts
Streeters to avail themselves of these
conventions. I am always inspired
and energized by these
denominational meetings, even
though I may not always agree with
everything they do and say.
Hopefully more Watts Streeters will
attend the next ABC Biennial!
Fran Langstaff
franlang@msn.com
.

Missions Committee: 2018-2019 Missions Committee Members include: Greg Palmer, Chair,
Elizabeth Forshay, Clark Godfrey, David Heist, Bob Kruhm, Laura Lee, Lily Lehman, Amy Rublein,
Joy Turner, and Dan Winn. Please feel free to contact any of the members for more information about
Watts Street’s Missions.
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My Community Experience: Some of Our Neighbors
Are Struggling to Carve Out an Affordable Life
There’s nothing to indicate that the
families I’m meeting in the large dining
room at Families Moving Forward
(FMF) on this weeknight are facing a
family emergency.
They’re all in the NEST (Neighbors
Experiencing Success Together), the
core program that provides temporary
shelter to families with children in the
crisis of homelessness. With
compassion and support, FMF helps its
guests identify and overcome the root
causes of their homelessness while
providing essential life skills and
ongoing community support – serving
up to 21 families at a time, 250+
families annually.
While many of the moms and dads I
see and briefly talk with are juggling
plates of food and kids in their arms,
they are spared the immediate worries
of making the rent or paying for
groceries. They’ve come to a
downtown Durham sanctuary made
possible by volunteers from 27 Durham
congregations and many other partner
organizations, such as the Duke School
of Nursing. Seeing these families relax
and come together for skills training
gives me satisfaction.
It’s a radical hospitality that propels
FMF, that says we see you. You are
our neighbor. You have value and we
want to ease your journey back toward

self-sufficiency, to inject a bit of
optimism into where you are and
advocate for you and all of Durham’s
most vulnerable. The presence of
those volunteers helps to remind our
FMF guests that there are people in the
community who care about them.
Kirsten Kruhm, a regular volunteer
from Watts Street, says she appreciates
that the evening time with the little
kids has over time become more
structured. After one visit last year,
she said, “They had prepared puppets
that could be made out of paper bags
and paper plates and they gave us
recommendations on starting a circle
with floor mats and some songs we
could sing to ease the transition for
these kids.”
The regular volunteers from Watts
Street who serve meals and provide
child care at FMF are passionate about
helping to pull families out of a loop
of diminishing options and dying
hope, while facing up to the issues
driving the homeless crisis.
The next FMF week for Watts
Street volunteers is September 9 -12.
Contact me for more information or if
you would like to participate.
Stuart Wells
stuart.wells@duke.edu
Families Moving Forward Liaison

“It’s a radical
hospitality that
propels FMF, that
says we see you.
You are our
neighbor. You
have value…”

.
Did you know?
.
 Rent for a two-bedroom apartment in Durham increased from $725 in 2011 to $1,130 in 2017.
 The minimum wage in NC is currently $7.25 an hour and has remained at the same rate since
2009. Rent for a 2BR would require 120 hours a week at a minimum wage job to meet HUD’s
standard of affordable housing (30% of household income).
(continued on p. 7)
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Did you know? (continued from p. 6)
 Durham has the highest eviction rate in the state.
 The Trump administration has made few new efforts to address housing and homeless issues,
despite a growing crisis in cities around the U.S.
 56% of families increased their income upon exiting the NEST (30% of a family’s income is
set aside for “savings” and returned to them when they leave the shelter).
 Champions4Change at Families Moving Forward is an advocacy group for women who have
experienced homelessness. FMF guests are empowered to use their voices to change public
policy.

An Opportunity to Support Families Moving Forward
Chefs for Change is offering its third dinner of the year with proceeds to benefit Families Moving
Forward. Amy Tornquist, owner of The Sage, will be the chef for this event on September 9, 2019,
at the Rickhouse, 609 Foster Street. Doors open at 6:15 p.m. for cocktail hour, and dinner starts at
7:15. Tickets (tax deductible) are available online at https://fmfnc.org/aboutcfc.

Education Connection:
Opportunities to Help at Merrick-Moore
Elementary School
As we head into another new school year, you may want to consider
the many ways that you can contribute toward supporting Durham
Public School teachers or how you may be supportive of children attending
public schools in Durham.
There are several public schools in Durham that are labeled “Title I” schools. These are schools
where the majority of the children and families in the school are eligible for free or reduced lunches.
While these schools receive federal and/or state funds for school meals and other legally required
programs, there is never enough financial support to ensure the same quality of school support that
non-Title I schools or private schools experience. One of those schools is Merrick-Moore
Elementary School, with 99% of the students eligible for free meals. This is my third year working at
MM as their Literacy Coach. I have learned through my conversations with fellow Watts Street
members, that there are some things you may not be aware of about this school. We have less than
10 active members in the PTA, and several of them are teachers. Many volunteer jobs and financial
support for teachers provided by many PTA's in other schools just do not happen at Merrick-Moore.
The notion of "Room Parents" does not exist. Most of the parents do not have reliable transportation
and/or they work several jobs with hourly pay, so they cannot take off work to come to school. This
year we will have 12 new staff members, several brand new young teachers, as it is a challenging and
taxing job to work in a Title I school.
(continued on p. 8)
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Education Connection: (continued from p. 7)
Here are some ways that you can support the children and teachers at Merrick-Moore Elementary
School:
1. I send out a monthly "Wish List" to some WSBC members and other friends. The lists
consist of items teachers ask for (office supplies, books, etc.) informally, and then I either
collect money to purchase the items and give them to teachers on behalf of the donor, or the
donor makes the purchase and passes it on to me (or sends it through Amazon). The teachers
have been beyond thrilled and appreciative for these donations.
2. We need Reading Buddies! No need for tutoring experience. Many of our younger
children have not been read to as preschoolers, so having an adult read to them and listen to
them read on a regular basis is critical to their development as readers. Twice a week for
one hour is great, but once a week is good too. Reading Buddies are welcome between 8:00
a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
3. We need Reading or Math tutors. Again, no need for formal training, but willing to learn.
An orientation session is being organized for September for anyone interested.
4. Volunteers are needed in the Media Center to reshelf books, dust and do other small clerical
work. We can also use volunteers to do clerical work for our office and some teachers
(filing, laminating, collating, etc.).
5. We can always use gardening work, which may be done at any time. The district is supposed
to provide this, but weeding and trimming bushes, etc. does not happen consistently. WSBC
member, Emily McCoy has been able to help in this area and can tell you about her
experiences.
6. We offer Optional Saturday Planning Days for teachers 3-4 times per year. WSBC members
have been helping to provide breakfast for these days. Monetary donations are welcome and
then I can purchase the items needed, or volunteers may purchase items and deliver them to
the school.
7. We will need volunteers to work at our Book Fair, which is held the week after
Thanksgiving. This is usually 2-3 hour shifts to help students write down titles of books for
their wish lists and keep books straightened. Guidance is provided by the school librarian.
8. We need monetary support for Teacher Appreciation Week in May. Last year we had an
amazing week due to the support of WSBC members and members of Peace Missionary
Baptist Church.
If you have other ideas for ways you’d like to help or if you’d like to be on my regular Wish List
email list please contact me by e-mail. There are so many ways to get involved, and of course, if
you know of another school with similar struggles, please feel free to contact them to find ways to
support them.
Paula Januzzi-Godfrey
januzzip@gmail.com
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Help teachers at

Merrick-Moore Elementary School
supply their classes with:
Kleenex

Crayola colored pencils

Hand sanitizer

Ticonderoga #2 pencils

Dry erase markers

Scissors (child sized)

Small dry erase boards

Glue sticks

Highlighters

Clear packing tape

Clorox wipes

Ziploc bags (sandwich size)

Crayola markers

Band-aids

July/August Mission Baskets
Please leave items in the baskets in the Fellowship Hall
or the Side Vestibule
Contact David Heist for more information
(david.heist@gmail.com, 919-475-8367)
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Peace and Rec Helps Spread the Word about Watts
Street as a Welcoming and Affirming Congregation
August and September provide annual opportunities for Watts Street’s
stance as a welcoming and affirming congregation to be more visible in the
wider community. The Gay & Lesbian Film Festival and the Pride Parade
provide opportunities for many to know who we are as a church and
discover our willingness to stand proud in our support of LGBTQ+
individuals.
The 24th Annual North Carolina Gay & Lesbian Film Festival will be
held August 15-18, 2019, at the Carolina Theater in downtown Durham.
WSBC will have a table display throughout the festival that will include
information about Watts Street specifically and welcoming and affirming
Baptists in general. We will also offer an invitation to join us at the Pride
Parade in September. If you attend the Film Festival this year, don’t miss
the opportunity to stop by the WSBC display!
The second event is PRIDE: Durham, NC 2019, to be held on
September 28. This event is sponsored by the LGBTQ Center here in
Durham. Watts Street will once again march in the parade with a decorated
truck. This year’s parade will start at 11:00 a.m. We will meet at WSBC at
10:30 a.m. to walk over to Duke's east campus. There will be lots of booths
and festivities to enjoy throughout the festival. In addition to marching in
the parade, Watts Street is a sponsor of this year’s event, and we are excited
to have the opportunity to support such an important event here in Durham.
All are invited to walk with us. If you would like to participate, but feel the
distance is too great, you can ride in the truck, or find a spot along the side
of the road and cheer us on! Peace and Reconciliation is happy to take the
lead on this opportunity, but all are welcome to join us, and we hope we will
see you there.
Out and About for August will include films, pizza and conversation
together. On Sunday, August 18th, we will gather in Cinema Two at the
Carolina Theater to watch a double feature of (S)HE and NO BOX FOR
ME: AN INTERSEX STORY. Tickets go on sale Thursday, August 1st at
the Carolina Theater box office. Following the films, Out and About will go
to Pompieri Pizza for pizza and conversation. Barb Rumer will be reserving
restaurant space for us; please contact Barb at barb.rumer@gmail.com if
you plan to join us.
We hope you will join us at these fun events! Go to the Film Festival!
March in the Pride Parade! Join us for Out and About! Wonderful
opportunities to be community!
Being a church that is intentionally welcoming and affirming is an
important part of our identity of seeking justice in this world. The Peace
and Reconciliation Mission Group is excited to have the chance to provide
opportunities to spread the word that when Watts Street says "All are
welcome," we mean it.
Amy Armstrong
Peace and Reconciliation Mission Group

“…when Watts Street
says ‘All are welcome,’
we mean it.“

